Now Not Now:
Gertrude Stein Speaks
Brian Reed
University of Washington

Her ﬆory was now and now here.
Peter Gizzi, “e Creation”

M   ’ , the publication of e Auto-

biography of Alice B. Toklas () made her a celebrity. And fame—if she
could properly harness it—promised access to the mass audience that
she had long coveted. How, though, would people encounter her writing?
What control would she have over that process? On the advice of her literary agent William Aspinwall Bradley, she quickly installed telephones at 
Rue de Fleurus in Paris and at her summer home in Bilignin. She wanted
to make it easier for presses and journals to contact her (Goble ). Few
if any representatives of the publishing world sought her out, however.
In the winter of –, tired of waiting, she went on the offensive. She
traveled to the United States for an extended author’s tour. She visited
nearly thirty college campuses from Massachusetts to South Carolina to
California, and she gave a series of talks rushed into print under the titles
Lectures in America () and Narration (). She was also interviewed
repeatedly by print and radio journalists. She found the latter experience
especially revelatory: she was “smitten” by the “distinct form of commuESC . (December ): –
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nication” that radio creates, that is, a “feeling of everybody” everywhere
listening to her speak (Wilson ). Obeying Wordsworth’s dictum that
great poets create their own audiences, Stein learned to use celebrity as a
vehicle for disseminating the skills and information necessary to appreciate her experimental writings.
e best-known record of this phase in Stein’s career is Everybody’s
Autobiography (), a memoir in which she meditates on how writing a
bestseller changed her life. ere is a more useful document, however, if
one wishes to learn about her immediate response to American celebrity
culture and its promotional apparatus. In , the record label Caedmon
released the  Gertrude Stein Reads from Her Work
Work, which includes a
handful of recordings made in “New York, Winter, –”: “Matisse,” “If
I Told Him: A Completed Portrait of Picasso,” “A Valentine to Sherwood
Anderson,” and extracts from both the novel e Making of Americans
and the libretto “Madame Recamier.” ese recordings capture Stein in
the process of retooling for mass-reproduced oral performance her earlier, limited-circulation page-based work.¹ Conveniently, too, they remain
readily available down to the present day, easily downloaded from websites
such as PennSound, Ubu.com, and Salon.com.² Accordingly, they offer
a high-profile, readily accessible means of investigating the innovative
soundscape of Stein’s verse, as adapted to a new medium.
How should a literary critic approach these recordings, though, let
alone interpret them as windows on –? ey are not original
compositions. ey are oral renditions of texts that, in many cases, were
written a decade or more previously. Granted, in the course of reading
these works aloud, Stein could selectively reveal aspects of her s and
s artistry that might otherwise prove elusive. In other words, one
could credit the recordings with the ability to clarify what had been pres Unfortunately, the Caedmon  includes no specific information about the ori-

gin of these recordings. ey could have been recorded during the “broadcast”
that Stein reports making on first arriving in New York (Everybody’s ); more
plausibly, they date to a somewhat later point, when she was filmed reading
from Four Saints in ree Acts (). at occasion was a confusing whirl, and
it could easily have included further readings that failed to make it into the
completed newsreel: “more came and more and more and then it was decided
that I would be cinemaed [sic] and read to them, and we rehearsed that … our
things were everywhere and perhaps some things disappeared and there was a
great deal of apparatus” ().
 See http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Stein.html, http://www.ubu.com/
sound/stein.html, and http://www.salon.com/audio//%/stein/. Last accessed  December .
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ent all along. Martina Pfeiler repeats a scholarly commonplace when she
asserts that the “meaning of [Stein’s] poems unfolds itself much better
when heard” ().³ Could one, though, proceed differently? Could one
permit a one-off dramatic reading of a piece to displace or replace its
prior textual incarnation(s) as an object of literary analysis? If so, in what
sense and to what degree?
In Everybody’s Autobiography, Stein herself downplays the value of
oral performance. Back in Europe and writing just before the outbreak of
the Spanish Civil War, she is acutely aware of the propaganda skirmishes
underway between fascists and communists. In response, she draws a
distinction between her work—which she characterizes as page-based and
self-consciously writerly—and the belligerent, populist, speech-oriented
media culture that surrounds her. She assures her audience that she has
“never owned” a radio, indeed has never wanted one (–), and she
predicts that cinema, too, is well on its way to becoming “just a daily habit
and not at all exciting or interesting” (–). She maintains that “really
being alone with reading is more intense than hearing anything” ().
Even the sounds of a text, she counterintuitively asserts, are best perceived
via the page, that is, by “hear[ing] with the eyes” and not “with the ears”
(). ¡Arriba la literatura, abajo la voz!
Two years earlier, however, an ocean away from Franco, Mussolini,
and Stalin, Stein seems to have been working from another set of starting
principles altogether. Asked on the radio to explicate “Van or Twenty Years
After: A Second Portrait of Carl Van Vechten” (), she reads (or recites)
several lines: “Tied and untied and that is all there is about it. And as tied
and as beside, and as tied and as beside. Tied and untied and beside and
as beside and as untied and as tied and as untied and as beside. As beside
as by and as beside” (Stein, Reader ). She then upbraids the interviewer
for trying to “understand” this portrait:
Look here. Being intelligible is not what it seems. You mean by
understanding that you can talk about it in the way that you
have a habit of talking, putting it in other words. But I mean
by understanding, enjoyment. If you enjoy it you understand
it. And lots of people have enjoyed it so lots of people have
 See Meyer for an exemplary version of this issue. Although his remains by far

the best discussion of Stein’s intonation, he does rely on the recordings to
interpret much earlier work (). For example, he concludes that intonation
and wordplay are “equally balanced” in “If I Told Him,” an assertion that treats
the performative decisions of – as already fully present and legible in
the  text.
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understood it.… But after all you must enjoy my writing and
if you enjoy it you understand it. If you do not enjoy it why do
you make a fuss about it. ere is the real answer.⁴
e interviewer errs when expressing a desire for an “intelligible”
interpretation of “Van or Twenty Years After,” as it would take the form
of mundane everyday utterances, something said “in the way that you
have a habit of talking,” no more. She suggests that instead of explaining
away or smoothing over the bizarre idiosyncrasies in her writing, one
should observe them closely, study the ins and outs of their construction
and function, and “enjoy” the spectacle of their alterity. Stein here makes
the familiar modernist argument that the aesthetic value of an artwork
becomes apparent as one attends to the specific qualities of its constituent materials and the unique manner in which they have been altered,
arranged, and/or reconstituted. In short, she discourages hermeneutic
engagement with art in favour of a richly phenomenological experience
of its sensuous particulars.
What does this have to do with the – recordings? When enjoyment is a writer’s (and an audience’s) chief goal, any differences that might
exist between an original and a copy, or between a written score and an
oral performance, cease to be grounds for asserting a hierarchical distinction. Both options can be “enjoyed” fully on their own terms. Reading
“Van or Twenty Years After” as it appeared in e Reviewer in  offers
one kind of experience. Listening to a portion of it on the radio in 
provides a different one. While there will likely be overlap between these
experiences, they will nonetheless remain “singular,” as Derek Attridge
would describe it. He would go on to label these two moments of reception as separate but related “events” which count as “literary” insofar as
their audiences become aware of “new possibilities of meaning and feeling
(understood as verbs)” ().
ought of as “events,” the Stein recordings can be construed as
documents of the winter of –. True, they are also in some manner connected to the moments when Stein composed the print-based
works that inspire them, as well as to any and all subsequent listenings
(for instance, the present moment, when the author of this article has
them playing on his iPod). A “literary work” is “never entirely separable
from the act-event (or act-events) … that brought it into being,” nor is it
“entirely insulated from the contingencies of the history within which it is
 I have transcribed this passage from the relevant sound file, which can be
found at http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Stein.html. Last accessed 
December .
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projected” (Attridge ). As a series of performances datable to one stretch
of time, however, they do make available a historically specific bundle of
decisions that Stein made (or to which she chose to adhere) while she was
being recorded.
A comparison between the print and oral versions of one of Stein’s
most famous works, “If I Told Him: A Completed Portrait of Picasso”
(), can illustrate this point. On the page, one is immediately struck
by its anomalous layout. Some parts are emphatically prose: they are
horizontal, reaching toward or wrapping around at the right-hand margin: “Exact resemblance. To exact resemblance the exact resemblance as
exact as a resemblance, exactly as resembling, exactly resembling, exactly
in resemblance exactly a resemblance, exactly and resemblance” (Stein,
Reader ). ese sections alternate with others that are strikingly vertical, suggesting line breaks:
As trains.
Has trains.
Has trains.
As trains.
As trains.
Presently.
Proportions.
Presently. ()
e “conspicuous tension” between these two vectors of movement makes
one unusually aware of the two-dimensionality of writing (Haselstein ).
Words unfurl in orderly fashion on a plane—much like pigment applied to
a canvas. Stein invites readers to think about her poem as an analogue to
a Picasso painting. Does she advance a critique of “resemblance” on par
with his? What kinds of “proportionality” exist in writing that parallel or
depart from those available to a visual artist? When one places the word
“trains” repeatedly down a right-hand margin, does that constitute a drawing of train tracks or of a train in movement? Why or why not?
One could imagine Stein striving to preserve the horizontal/vertical
binary in oral performance, perhaps by employing two distinct pitches,
volumes, accents, or other methods of vocally marking difference. She
does not. Instead, as recorded, “If I Told Him” comes across as a much
more heterogeneous composition, consisting of sequential sections that
obey distinct formal logics and proceed according to disparate rhythms.
e first distinct segment, for instance, has a questioning intonation, and it
relies heavily on chiasmus (), as the following annotated transcription
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On the page,
one is
immediately
struck by its
anomalous
layout.

illustrates: “if I told him [] would he like it [] / would he like it [] if I
told him [] / would he like it [] / would Napoleon [] / would Napoleon
[] / would / would he like it [] / if Napoleon [] / if I told him [] / if I
told him [] / if Napoleon [].” ⁵
e delivery suggests that the repetitions and chiasmatic mirrorings
could continue ad infinitum. Stein then, without transition, launches into
a second segment: “now / not now / and now / now.” e tone is emphatic,
as if she were issuing orders. “Now” take action! But this “now” appears in
isolation, decontextualized, so it is not exactly clear how it is to function
as a command—unless, perhaps, Stein is directing listeners to attend to
“now” itself, that is, the moment of utterance. Of course, strictly speaking,
once such a present-tense “now” is pointed out, it ceases to be “now.” at
is, once singled out for attention, it inevitably becomes a “then,” a moment
receding ever further into the past. us, paradoxically, every “now” is,
at one and the same time, “not now.” One cannot hold onto the present
moment. e most one can do is register the series of nows as they tick by
(“and now / now”). Just as an audience begins to absorb this complex temporal lesson, this procession of nows abruptly gives way to another type of
now altogether, a third segment of the portrait: “exactly as as kings / feeling
full for it / exactitude as kings / so to beseech you as full as for it / exactly
or as kings.” is time, the sentences end with falling intonation, and the
mood is declarative, not imperative. As performed orally, “If I Told Him”
provides a listener with discrete, well-demarcated segments of time that
resist being integrated into a larger governing scheme such as the prose
versus verse binary suggested by the print version. Instead of evoking Pablo
Picasso’s Ma Jolie () or Georges Braque’s e Portuguese ()—works
whose parts are meant to be perceived in subordinate relation to a whole
that can be visually taken in all at once—Stein’s recording more closely
resembles cell-based musical compositions such as Steve Reich’s Music
for Eighteen Musicians (–) and John Adams’s Phrygian Gates (),
works in which each segment of time is characterized by a repetitive pattern sustained long enough for a listener to perceive and appreciate in
isolation its distinctive rhythm, melody, and mix of timbres.
ese cross-media comparisons can be taken one step further. On the
page, the repetitions in “If I Told Him” have a tendency to disrupt linear
progression through the text by creating rectangular “blocks” of words
that one’s eyes take in all at once. For example: “He he he he and he and
 When transcribing passages from the recorded version of “If I Told Him,” I have
used a forward slash to represent a short but audible pause in Stein’s delivery.
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he and and he and he and he and and as and as he and as he and he. He is
and as he is, and as he is and he is, he is and as he and he and as he is and
he and he and and he and he” (). Here, one sees a field that consists
of a small number of words: “he,” “and,” “is,” and “as.” At a glance, one can
distinguish such a segment from another, for example: “Shutters shut and
shutters and so shutters shut and shutters and so and so shutters and so
shutters shut and so shutters shut and shutters and so. And so shutters
shut and so” (). e words “shutters” and “shut” appear so often that
they leap out at a reader; it’s as if an artist has applied a broad horizontal
swipe of a single colour. e verticals behave the same way:
e first exactly.
At first exactly.
First as exactly.
At first as exactly. ()
e recurrences of “exactly” line up, much like the trace of a brush’s
sweeping downstroke. e overall effect of Stein’s juxtaposed “blocks”
of text can be compared to Picasso’s employment of different jostling
fragmentary “planes” in his canvases during the analytic phase of cubism.
One encounters a surface of busy push-and-pulls between elements that
refuse to cohere into the familiar illusionistic space to be found in most
post-Renaissance portraiture.
e recording of “If I Told Him” operates differently. Its constituent
segments necessarily unfold over time. Listeners are barred from skipping
around or pondering the whole of its design simultaneously. Faute de
mieux, they are likely to end up concentrating on the moment-to-moment
specifics of the composition. And, when approached in this manner, one
discovers something peculiar. She speaks in short rapid bursts, consisting
of one to six words, separated by very brief pauses (occasionally by quick
breaths). Each burst employs one of only a small number of intonational
arcs. Here, for example, is how Stein reads the passage quoted above beginning “He he he he and he.” At first, each word receives individual identical
emphasis, like dollops of sausage meat on an assembly line: “he / he / he /
he.” en, interspersed with a few more one-word bursts, comes a string of
two-word phrases, in which the voice rises or falls on the second word:
and he / and he / and / and he / and he / and he / and / and as
Matters quickly become more complex. ree- and four-word units begin
to proliferate:
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and as he / and as he / and he / he is / and as he is / and as he is

/ and he is / he is / and as he / and he / and as he is

Local effects
consequently
predominate
over the gestalt.

Stein rounds the section off by returning to one- and two-word phrases
and then signals closure with falling intonation:
and he / and he / and / and he / and he
If one were to assign a letter to each of these intonation-curves, the passage could be rendered schematically like so:              
             .
e underlying rhythmic logic is made clear. As give way to s, then
a  signals a shift to s and s before s and at last  return. A musician
might say that Stein states a theme, varies it, then returns to the opening theme. Granted, her use of pitch and rhythm can appear simple and
straightforward when judged by the standards of Beethoven, Brahms, and
Schöenberg. en again, so too can Steve Reich’s masterpiece of musique
répétitive, Drumming (–), which experiments throughout with the
variation and permutation of short rhythmic phrases. Like Reich (albeit
less systematically), the Stein recordings of – make it possible for
“structural process” to “be clearly perceived by the listener” (Schwartz
).
To sum up. Visually, “If I Told Him” encourages a reader to think about
the text’s organization and meaning above the lexical level. Horizontals,
verticals, and repetition create “blocks” of words that relate dynamically
to one another within an overall composition. Arguably, one is thereby
nudged to think about the meaning of the piece in toto. How does this
layout of text compare to a Picasso portrait of the same period? Does
the frequent mention of Napoleon serve to praise or mock the famous
artist? What might “exact resemblance” mean when so many traditional
mimetic devices have been casually discarded? In contrast, when listening
to the recording, it is relatively easy to forget that “Picasso” is the declared
referent. A listener attends more closely to the idiosyncratic selection
of words and their peculiar sequential arrangement. Local effects consequently predominate over the gestalt. Orally, the following passage is
rather humorous: “one I land / two I land / three the land / three the land
/ three the land / two I land / two I land / one I land / two I land.” Stein
stumbles around Longfellow’s “one if by land, two if by sea,” never quite
nailing it. “I land” keeps replacing “by land,” and “three” supplanting “sea.”
“Paul Revere’s Ride” () would seem to have little or nothing to do with
Picasso; why interject such a strange trivial aside into the portrait of an
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influential avant-garde artist? But who cares? Once one places “enjoyment”
ahead of “intelligibility,” as Stein does in her  interview, the goal is to
delight in the here and now (“now / not now / and now / now”). Chiasmus,
off rhyme, near repetition, almost allusion, and other rhetorical devices
are to be savoured as they parade by.
Some of the divergence between the written and performed version of
“If I Told Him” is ascribable simply to the change in medium. ere is more
to it than that, though. In –, Stein chose a manner and pacing of
delivery that slanted her own compositions in particular ways. She catches
her listeners up in a series of time segments that they are encouraged to
experience in a heightened state of attention. Each of these segments offers
a richness of sound and wordplay, and the audience moves from one to
another at unpredictable junctures. e totality of the work never comes
into view. As Krzysztof Ziarek puts it in another context, Stein thereby
demonstrates “the temporal non-coincidence of the present with itself.” An
audience experiences the flow of time as consisting of a series of discrete
non-identical nows. Because the composition places so much emphasis
on its processual unfolding—and places so little stress on any kind of end
goal or final form—its listeners are positioned within a “freeing horizon.”
ey begin to sense that “futurity,” the incipience of an unforeseeably new
present within the existing present, is a “transformative vector.” A person
leaves herself open to whatever comes, an orientation toward time that
necessarily “alters the dynamic matrix of power relations constitutive of
the present” because those power relations are shown to be not eternal
and static but (in potentia at least) wholly mutable ().
“If I Told Him” ends by saying, “Let me recite what history teaches.
History teaches” (). In print, this statement can come across as a final
ironic touch. Stein assumes briefly the persona of a history teacher, a
profession antithetical to the radical novelty that she and Picasso espouse.
Orality (“Let me recite”) is associated with empty didacticism and rote
repetition (“history teaches history teaches”). Implicitly and by contrast,
visuality—as explored either on the page or on the canvas—is connected
with modernity. Aroynt thee, History, and leave the new dawn to us
visionaries! Curiously, in the recording, this same final line, coming after
a pageant of nows-that-are-not-nows, leaves a different impression. Stein
hints that the moral of history, its punch line, cannot ever be pinned down.
Instead, one discovers a process of repetition and variation, a succession
of resounding and re-sounding restatements (“And now. Now”) that will
extend indefinitely into the future. As a performative event instead of a
textual artifact, “If I Told Him” affirms not “Make It New” but “It Will Be
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Stein’s was an
anarchic
anti-pedagogy,
instructions on
how to embrace
the vulnerability
of not knowing
and the
freedom that
arises from a
lack of control.

Otherwise.” In other words, instead of advocating an impossible redemptive-utopian future, it invites listeners to rejoice in whatever will be. As
Ziarek explains, the goal here is not empowerment. One seeks to become
“power-free,” no longer bound by the conceptions of governance and order
prevalent in the (perishable) present ().
Stein herself, as we have already seen, could not maintain pure openness to whatever comes when she returned to Europe after her American
tour. She ceased her optimistic embrace of the “enjoyment” of mass-reproduced oral performance after becoming cruelly reacquainted with the ways
that mass media can manipulate an audience’s pleasure toward ideological
and teleological ends. e – recordings, however, continue to testify
to a special moment when, after receiving a crash course in the modern
“technological organization of power,” Stein created an “outside within,”
that is, a way of using mass media that superficially resembles but in fact
runs counter to their function of educating and informing (a.k.a. disciplining) a public (Ziarek ). Hers was an anarchic anti-pedagogy, instructions
on how to embrace the vulnerability of not knowing and the freedom that
arises from a lack of control. One is left to wonder: Did the politics of the
later s invalidate Stein’s momentary optimism—or did they quash an
important new development in the international avant-garde? Do Stein’s
recordings anticipate the current academic romance with performance
as a mode of critique—or should they serve as a caution against such
fascination? Let me recite what Stein asks. Stein asks.
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